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Behrman Capital ("Behrman"), a private equity investment firm based in New York, today announced that it has acquired Shur-Co, LLC ("Shur-Co" or the "Company"), a leading manufacturer of innovative ...

Behrman Capital Acquires Shur-Co
For the week ending July 9 CRN takes a look at the companies that brought their ‘A’ game to the channel. Topping this week’s Came to Win list is cybersecurity vendor Sophos for a key acquisition that ...

5 Companies That Came To Win This Week
and as a senior economist within the Federal Reserve System. He formerly was on the ... and taught in both the Management Division and the Engineering Division. Dr. Mason has served on the boards ...

The Stock Market: Nothing To Be Worried About
Ecology is dominated by colonial notions and knowledge that doesn't consider local knowledge. This needs to change.

Five shifts to decolonise ecological science – or any field of knowledge
After more than a year of Americans being urged to practice the safe six (feet), infectious disease specialists want to remind them about safe ...

Experts are bracing for a spike in STDs, but not just because it’s ‘hot vax summer’
Demonstrating precise orientation control, the miniature robot also recorded a rotation speed of 173 degrees per second for their sixth DoF motion ... example of how engineering ingenuity rooted ...

Scientists make highly maneuverable miniature robots controlled by magnetic fields
Machine Design: What were two or three of the major engineering challenges in designing and building ... For example, they took advantage of moon’s low gravity, which is one-sixth that of Earth’s. The ...

Remembering NASA’s Lunar Roving Vehicle: An Interview
to complete control and monitoring systems designed and built to individual specifications, SJE represents the most reliable integration of engineering and manufacturing capabilities in the industry.

Audax Private Equity Acquires S.J. Electro Systems
The 4Motion electronic control unit calculates the ... BorgWarner introduced the first generation of this system in 1998 and now delivers more than 1.5 million of these AWD couplings every year. The ...

Riding High in the Sporty New VW Taos Thanks to Advanced Technology
As a professor of naval architecture and marine engineering, I work on ship propulsion and control systems ... rank between Japan and Germany as the sixth-largest contributor to global carbon ...

3 exciting ways to cut shipping’s ridiculously big carbon footprint
Part of this sought-after lethality pertains to a rapid push to decrease sensor to shooter time by integrating advanced sensors, fire control ... engineering with its emerging weapons systems ...

Defense Contractors Battle for Optionally Manned Fighting Vehicle Contract
Electrical and Electronic Engineering trains students in telecommunications, power systems and control at the HND and ... H.E Nana Addo Dankwa Akufo Addo on 6th December, 2018.

ATU introduces ultramodern laboratories to aid teaching and learning
As a professor of naval architecture and marine engineering, I work on ship propulsion and control systems ... rank between Japan and Germany as the sixth-largest contributor to global carbon ...

Guest Commenatary: Shipping tough on the climate and hard to clean up
As a professor of naval architecture and marine engineering, I work on ship propulsion and control systems ... rank between Japan and Germany as the sixth-largest contributor to global carbon ...

Shipping is tough on the climate and hard to clean up – these innovations can help cut emissions
Audax Private Equity (“Audax”) and S.J. Electro Systems, Inc. (“SJE” or the “Company”), a leading manufacturer of control solutions for the water and wastewater industry, today announced the formation ...
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